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PHYSICAL CONDITION ASSESSMENT 

At the end of October 2020 the BLRB’s team of ODE certified assessors toured La Grande School 
District’s buildings and reviewed observable systems. Using the ODE template for review, our team 
assessed the condition using the ODE standards or level of repairs needed. The team was made-up of 
architects and engineers with specific areas of experience (i.e. architecture, mechanical, electrical, 
plumbing and civil). Our team reviewed conditions and captured photos of representative conditions. 
The documentation and images are summarized in the following Assessment Summary. The ODE 
spreadsheets will be submitted to the State in compliance with the 2019 TAP Grant – Assessment. 

The following Assessment Summary includes an overview La Grande SD owned facilities in terms of 
repair cost, replacement costs and Facility Condition Assessment (FCI). Each school or facility’s condition 
has been individually summarized with a brief narrative and representative photographs. The intent is to 
prove a snapshot description of the each school’s condition. The full ODE assessment is available for 
detailed review. 

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM METHODOGY

ODE calculates the condition of school buildings using a recognized metric for cost of repairs compared 
to the cost of replacement. The comparative percentage of the repair costs to the replace cost is 
referred to as the FCI. 

Repair Cost / Replacement Cost = Facility Condition Assessment (FCI) 

The ODE spreadsheet calculates a cost based on the input total building area, percentage of the system 
for the entire building and the percentage of the system that needs to be repaired. The cost index is 
provided by ODE. 

(Building Area) X (system % of building area) X (% of system) X ($/unit) = cost of repair 

For example: 

• School Area = 20,000 GSF

• Roof (system) = 20,000 GSF since it’s a single story school or 100%

• A Metal roof area is only area failing; and it’s 10 % of the total roof area

• ODE provide cost index of $/unit of measure (or GSF in this case)

The National Association of College and University Business Officers (NACUBO) has used the “FCI” 
(Facility Condition Index) as the standard benchmark for evaluating facilities since 1991. The value is 
derived from the ODE Assessment Spreadsheets. It demonstrates the need for building replacement and 
represents the ratio of essential upgrade costs for the next year over the building’s replacement cost. 

Crook County School District Team:
- Dr. Sara Johnson, Superintendent
- Joel Hoff, Assistant Superintendent
- Leland Bliss, Director of Facilities & Safety
- Anna Logan, Business Manager
- Heather Hixson, Executive Assistant

BLRB Team:
- Jonah Jensen, Principal In Charge / Lead Education Planner
- Heidi Slaybaugh, Project Manager / Certified Assessor
- Richard Higgins, Certified Assessor / Educational Planner
- Eric Nielson, Assistant Assessor
- Davis Carlisle, Assistant Assessor

Subconsultant Team:
Civil Engineers: Adam Conway & Jack Mitchell, DOWL
Structural Engineer: Jon Walker, Walker Structural Engineering
Mechanical, Electrical, Plumbing Engineer: Daniel Touger & Guy Fox, Sazan Group
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In January of 2021, BLRB Architects' team of ODE certified assessors toured Crook County School District's
buildings and reviewed observable systems. The team was made-up of architects and engineers with
specific areas of expertise (i.e. architecture, mechanical, electrical, plumbing and civil).  Using ODE's
standards of level of repair or replacement, our team assessed the condition of each facility indicated in
this report. Our team reviewed conditions and captured photos of representative conditions. The
documentation and images are summarized in the following Assessment Summary. The ODE
spreadsheets will be submitted to the State in compliance with the 2019 TAP Grant - Facility Assessment.

The following  Assessment Summary includes an overview of Crook County SD owned facilities in terms of



District Overview
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Barnes Butte Elementary
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CROOK COUNTY SD ASSESSMENT 

BARNES BUTTE ELEMENTARY 
ASSESSMENT SUMMARY 
April 17, 2021  

PHYSICAL CONDITION ASSESSMENT 

Physical Condition Budget TOTAL $207,207 

Replacement Budget $37,068,525 

Facility Condition Index (FCI) 0.6% 

ARCHITECTURAL 

Barnes Butte Elementary was built in 2015; so, it’s in great condition. The exterior storefront windows 
are in need of minor repair.  The school grounds are showing normal wear and tear. Some trees have 
died and need to be replaced. “Desire” footpaths have appeared in location where regular traffic has 
worn-out the ground cover or grass. The addition of paved walk paths is recommended. 

MECHANICAL ELECTRICAL PLUMBING: 

Electrical: Construction on the school was recently completed in 2016 and all electrical systems appear 
to be good condition.  The building service MDP, backup generator, and associated sub-distribution 
panelboards are all in good condition.  High-efficiency LED fixtures and a centralized, networked control 
system was observed and in good condition.   

Low Voltage: The building MDF functions as the main district server hub and all racks, equipment, and 
CAT6 cabling appear to be in good condition. Various low-voltage systems were observed onsite and 
appear to be good condition including, but not limited to an addressable, voice evacuation fire alarm, 
access control, intrusion detection, CCTV, combination clock/PA systems.  Adequate power receptacles, 
WAPs, data, and AV outlets were observed to be good condition.      

Mechanical: The building mechanical system consists of a hydronic heating water system. Boilers in the 
mechanical room provide hot water to air handlers located throughout the building. The mechanical 
system is in proper working order with no issues reported. The building has a digital controls system for 
all equipment. 

Plumbing: The plumbing system appears to be fully functional. The system consists of domestic hot 
water boilers located in the mechanical room that supply all building fixtures. All fixtures are original and 
appear to be in proper working order.  

Fire Protection: The building has a fire protection system that appears to be in proper working order. 

SITE DEVELOPMENT/CIVIL: Overall Campus 

Asphalt and concrete surfaces were recently constructed and appear to be in good condition. A full ADA 
compliance assessment of the paved surfaces was not completed as part of this assessment.  

Pedestrian Paving: New concrete paving in high pedestrian traffic areas along the north side of the 
building from the classroom doors to the playground and in the dumpster area at the northwest corner 
of the building to improve drainage and does represent the total quantity of pedestrian paving on site.  
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CROOK COUNTY SD ASSESSMENT 

Landscaping: Redo ground cover in the mulch landscape areas at the south building entrances and in the 
parking lot swales to address long term maintenance concerns.  

Site Lighting: There are no known issues with site lighting, site communications and security, or utility 
services. Other category includes cost to install (40) 2” caliper trees. 
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BARNES BUTTE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 



BARNES BUTTE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

DEAD TREES TO BE REPLACED LANDSCAPE AREA TO BE PAVED. AREA FLOODS AND 
GRASS/MUD IS TRACKED INTO BUILDING 

CANE DETECTION NEEDED UNDER STAIR 
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Crooked River Elementary
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CROOK COUNTY SD ASSESSMENT 

CROOKED RIVER ELEMENTARY 
ASSESSMENT SUMMARY 
March 2021 

PHYSICAL CONDITION ASSESSMENT 

Physical Condition Budget TOTAL $15,317,901 

Replacement Budget $37,685,652 

Facility Condition Index (FCI) 40.6% 

ARCHITECTURAL 

Crooked River Elementary was originally built in 1960, with a 1992 or 1994 overbuilt roof and cafeteria 
addition; and as was typical in that period, the original roof was a shallow slot structure. A secondary, 
pitched sloped roof was framed over the original roof in 1990. Mechanical equipment and other 
functioning systems remain in the space between the original roof and the newer roof. The newer roof 
did not entirely mitigate the lower roof leaking issues. Remediation of the leaking roof could be resolved 
by removing the over-built roof and reworking the shallow slope roof with tapered insulation and a new 
roofing membrane. 

Interior finishes – floors, ceiling and wall finishes should be replaced as the existing systems has worn 
beyond their useful life.  

MECHANICAL ELECTRICAL PLUMBING: 

Electrical: The building is served by an 600A, 120/208V, 3-phase, 4-wire MDP switchboard located in the 
main electrical room originally installed in 1960. The original switchboard, panelboards, and equipment 
disconnect switches located throughout the have reached the end of service life. The condition of panel 
feeder and branch circuit conductors were not verified but assume are consistent with condition/age of 
equipment. Approximately 3% of the building light fixtures were retrofitted with LED bulbs and the 
remaining fixtures contain T8 fluorescent bulbs. The classroom light fixtures are controlled via stand-
alone room occupancy sensors and wall toggle switches; however, a centralized lighting control system 
cabinet was observed in the admin area only.     

Low Voltage: The building MDF and IDF racks, head-end equipment, fiber, and category cabling all 
appear to be in fair condition with limited rack space for future expansion.  The following IP systems 
including, but not limited to Rauland TelecenterU clock/paging system, phones, CCTV, WAPs were 
observed and appear to be in fair condition.  An electronic card-reader access control system was 
observed on select exterior doors and an intrusion detection system was observed in the admin area, 
both appeared to be in fair condition.  A Silent Knight 5820XL addressable fire alarm system without 
voice evacuation capabilities was observed and is in fair condition.      

Mechanical: The building is heated by two low-pressure steam boilers serving unit ventilators, unit 
heaters, and fan coils. Both boilers are functional but have reached the end of their expected life. The 
recently replaced classroom unit ventilators are served by steam piping fed from tunnels below. These 
unit ventilators provide the ventilation air for the spaces they serve. There has been a retrofitted digital 
controls system serving all spaces. The steam condensate pumps had recently been replaced and 
appeared to be in proper working order. Steam air handlers serve the gymnasium space.  
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CROOK COUNTY SD ASSESSMENT 

Plumbing: The domestic hot water is provided by a 100-gallon condensing natural gas boiler located in 
the mechanical space. The system consists of fixtures that are both original to the building and some 
that have been replaced and upgraded. All plumbing systems appear to be in proper working order. 

Fire Protection: No fire protections sprinkler system was observed to be present in the building. 

SITE DEVELOPMENT/CIVIL: Overall Campus 

Asphalt and concrete surfaces were recently constructed and appear to be in good condition. A full ADA 
compliance assessment of the paved surfaces was not completed as part of this assessment.  

Pedestrian Paving: New concrete paving in high pedestrian traffic areas along the north side of the 
building from the classroom doors to the playground and in the dumpster area at the northwest corner 
of the building to improve drainage and does represent the total quantity of pedestrian paving on site.  

Landscaping: Redo ground cover in the mulch landscape areas at the south building entrances and in the 
parking lot swales to address long term maintenance concerns.  

Site Lighting: There are no known issues with site lighting, site communications and security, or utility 
services. Other category includes cost to install (40) 2” caliper trees. 

Roadways: Paving and storm drainage system improvements for west and south boundary roads to 
south parking lot.  

Parking: Paving for south parking lot, parking stalls along west boundary road, and regrading/repaving 
the west and east paved playground areas.  

Pedestrian Paving: Reconstruction of a portion of the concrete sidewalk from the bus loop to be ADA 
compliant and reconstruction of south entrances to building.  

Site Development: There are no known issues with site fencing that require repair or areas of missing 
fence.  

Landscaping: Redo ground cover in the bus loop swale to include drain rock and mitigate soil saturation 
issues.  

Electrical Distribution - Generator: Installation of a backup generator as there is no existing backup 
generator on site. 
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BROKEN TILES TO BE REPLACED CRACKED FLOOR TILES 

DOOR HARDWARE TO BE REPLACED DOUBLE ROOF CAUSING LEAKS 
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CROOKED RIVER ELEMENTARY 



EVIDENCE OF LEAKS IN CLASSROOMS EVIDENCE OF LEAKS IN CONNECTING CORRIDOR 

GRAVEL PARKING LOT TO BE PAVED HARDWARE AND FRAME ISSUES AT EXTERIOR 
HOLLOW METAL DOOR 
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Crook County Middle
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CROOK COUNTY SD ASSESSMENT 

CROOK COUUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL 
ASSESSMENT SUMMARY 
March 2021 

PHYSICAL CONDITION ASSESSMENT 

Physical Condition Budget TOTAL $14,338,706 

Replacement Budget $50,467,218 

Facility Condition Index (FCI) 28.4% 

ARCHITECTURAL 

Crook County Middle School was originally built in 1952. Almost all of the existing metal roof system is in 
need of replacement. The metal roof is a lap joint system with attachment fastens secured through the 
roofing surface. A standing seam, concealed fastener system is a suitable system for this roof 
application. Flat roof areas where single ply roofs has been installed needs to be replaced as well. 
Because of the leaking roof, decking and substructure needs to be replaced at the time of roof 
replacement. Exterior walls and door are weathered and in need of replacement. The masonry walls at 
the gym are showing leakage from driving rain and seepage. 

Interior finishes – floors, ceiling and wall finishes should be replaced as the existing systems has worn 
beyond their useful life. Wood and Hollow Metal doors are in need of major repair and/or replacement. 

MECHANICAL ELECTRICAL PLUMBING: 

Electrical: The building is served by an 1200A, 120/208V, 3-phase, 4-wire MDP switchboard located in 
the main electrical room originally installed in 1995.  Roughly 40% of the sub-distribution panelboards 
operating in the building date back to the original building construction and have reached the end of the 
service life.  The remaining sub-distribution panelboards installed around 1995 along with the MDP 
switchboard are approaching the end of service life.  The condition of panel feeder and branch circuit 
conductors were not verified but assume are consistent with condition/age of equipment. 
Approximately 20% of the building light fixtures were retrofitted with LED bulbs and the remaining 
fixtures contain T8 fluorescent bulbs. Stand-alone room occupancy sensors with wall mounted toggle 
switches were observed in the classrooms and no centralized lighting control system cabinet exists 
onsite.      

Low Voltage: The building MDF and IDF racks, head-end equipment, fiber, and category cabling all 
appear to be in fair condition with limited rack space for future expansion.  The following IP systems 
including, but not limited to Rauland TelecenterU clock/paging system, phones, CCTV, WAPs were 
observed and appear to be in fair condition.  An electronic card-reader access control system was 
observed on select exterior doors and an intrusion detection system was observed in the admin area, 
both appeared to be in fair condition.  A Silent Knight 5820XL addressable fire alarm system without 
voice evacuation capabilities was observed and is in fair condition.          

Mechanical: The building is heated by three low-pressure steam boilers serving constant volume air 
handlers, unit heaters, and fan coils. All boilers are original to the building and are in need of 
replacement and past the end of their expected life. The steam piping is located above grade in the attic 
and ceiling spaces. The constant volume air handlers provide ventilation air to the spaces they serve but 
do not have any zoning capabilities. Many of the steam coils were replaced in a 2016 remodel. There has 
been a retrofitted digital controls system serving all spaces. The team condensate pumps had recently 
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CROOK COUNTY SD ASSESSMENT 

been replaced and appeared to be in proper working order. Steam air handlers serve the gymnasium 
space. 

Plumbing: The domestic hot water is provided by three 100-gallon condensing natural gas boiler located 
in the mechanical space which appear to have been replaced in the 2016 renovations. The system 
consists of fixtures that are both original to the building and some that have been replaced and 
upgraded. All plumbing systems appear to be in proper working order. 

Fire Protection: No fire protections sprinkler system was observed to be present in the building 

SITE DEVELOPMENT/CIVIL: Overall Campus 

Parking Lots: Major repair for 23% of paved surfaces and minor repair for the remaining 77%. The total 
percentage reported has been adjusted to represent the combined cost of the major and minor repairs. 

Pedestrian Paving: Major repair of 50% of the pedestrian paving on site to address ADA compliance 
issues, spalling, cracking, settlement, and other issues with existing concrete walk. No new pedestrian 
routes are included in this assessment.  

Landscaping: There are no known issues with the existing fencing or landscaping/underground irrigation 
systems. However, a new irrigation pump has been included under “Other” items. This pump feeds both 
the Middle School and Crooked River Elementary School sites.  

Sanitary Sewer: New sewer service from the furthest northeast building corner to an assumed 
connection to existing sewer along Knowledge Street.  

Electrical Distribution – Generator: Relocation of the existing electrical transformers to 2nd Street and 
installation of underground powerlines to buildings. Additionally, installation of a backup generator. 
There is no existing backup generator on site 
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CROOK COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL 

BROKEN CMU BLOCK COUNTERTOP TO BE REPLACED 

CRACKING IN POLISHED CONCRETE LEAKY METAL ROOF WITH EXPOSED FASTENERS 
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CROOK COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL 

MUSIC ROOM CARPET TO BE REPLACED NON-ADA COMPLIANT ROUTE 

PATCH FROM PREVIOUS ROOF LEAK 
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CROOK COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL 

REINFORCED CEILING DUE TO SAGGING ISSUES STOREFRONT DOOR DOESN’T LATCH 

SHOWERBOARD AS WHITEBOARD IN CLASSROOMS WATER DAMAGED HOLLOW METAL FRAME 
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Crook County High
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CROOK COUNTY SD ASSESSMENT 

CROOK COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL 
ASSESSMENT SUMMARY 
March 2021 

PHYSICAL CONDITION ASSESSMENT 

Physical Condition Budget TOTAL $7,362,050 

Replacement Budget $92,256,381 

Facility Condition Index (FCI) 8.0% 

ARCHITECTURAL 

Crook County High School was originally built in 1996. The school roof is a steep sloped metal roof and 
has been performing well. There is some water damage of the soffit adjacent to a roof valley drainage 
area. There are some minor evidence of water intrusion in exterior walls. Minimal replacement/repair of 
exterior door hardware that is non-functioning. There is also evidence of floor settlement that should be 
reviewed by a structural engineer.  

Interior finishes – minor wearing of floor and wall finishes should be replaced in the near future. 

MECHANICAL ELECTRICAL PLUMBING:  

Electrical: The building is served by an 3000A, 277/480V, 3-phase, 4-wire MDP switchboard located in 

the main electrical room originally installed in 1995.  A majority of the observed sub-distribution 

panelboards, motor control centers, and transformers were installed in 1995 and are approaching the 

end of service life.  The condition of panel feeder and branch circuit conductors were not verified but 

assume are consistent with condition/age of equipment. Approximately 10% of the building light 

fixtures were retrofitted with LED bulbs and the remaining fixtures contain T8 fluorescent bulbs. Stand-

alone room occupancy sensors with wall toggle switches were observed in the classrooms and no 

centralized lighting control system cabinet exists onsite.      

Low Voltage: The building MDF and IDF racks, head-end equipment, fiber, and category cabling all 

appear to be in fair condition with sufficient rack space for future expansion.  The following IP systems 

including, but not limited to Rauland TelecenterU clock/paging system, phones, CCTV, WAPs were 

observed and appear to be in fair condition.  An electronic card-reader access control system was 

observed on select exterior doors and an intrusion detection system was observed in the admin area, 

both appeared to be in fair condition.  A Simplex 4100 voice evacuation capable, addressable fire alarm 

system was observed and is in fair condition.       

Mechanical: The building mechanical system consists of a hydronic heating water system and dx cooling 

with remote condenser water cooling tower. Boilers in the mechanical room provide hot water to VAV 

air handlers located throughout the building. The boilers are natural gas and non-condensing. The air 

handlers have dx cooling and reject their heat to condenser water that is pumped back to a grade 

mounted cooling tower. The mechanical system is in proper working order with no issues reported as it 

went through a recent renovation. The building has a digital controls system for all equipment. 

Plumbing: The domestic hot water is provided by four 100-gallon condensing natural gas boiler located 

in the mechanical space which appear to have been replaced in the recent renovations. The system 
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CROOK COUNTY SD ASSESSMENT 

consists of fixtures that are both original to the building and some that have been replaced and 

upgraded. All plumbing systems appear to be in proper working order. The facility has a domestic water 

booster pump to provide proper system pressure.  

Fire Protection: The building has a fire protection system that appears to be in proper working order. 

The system has a generator powered fire water booster pump to provide proper system pressure.  

SITE DEVELOPMENT/CIVIL: Overall Campus 

Roadways: Minor repair for all roadways through site. 

Parking Lots: Major repair for 10% of the parking lot area and minor repair for the remaining 90%. The 
total percentage reported has been adjusted to represent the combined cost of the major and minor 
repairs.  

Pedestrian Paving: Major repair for 50% of the existing pedestrian paving to address spalling, cracking, 
settlement, etc. Gutters directly outfall onto sidewalk raising concern for potential slip hazards.  

Landscaping: Removal and replacement of 60 parking lot trees (approximately 2” caliper). 

Sanitary Sewer: Replacement of the existing sanitary sewer service to increase capacity. The proposed 
routing and length assume extension from most southwesterly building quadrant to connection to 
existing main in SE Lynn Blvd.  

Electrical Distribution – Generator: Installation of a backup generator. There is no existing backup 
generator on site 
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CROOK COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL 

WEST ELEVATION - WATER DAMAGE AT CMU SOUTH ELEVATION - STUCCO REPAIRS NEEDED 

SOUTH ELEVATION – DAMAGED COLUMN AT CANOPY SOUTH ELEVATION – GUTTERS DRIPPING ONTO WALL 
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CROOK COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL 

EAST ELEVATION – MOISTURE ON WALL AT ROOF 
VALLEY 

EAST ELEVATION – MOISTURE ON STUCCO WALL 

NORTH ELEVATION – REMOVE HARDWARE FROM 
CLASSROOM DOORS 

REPLACE PARKING LOT TREES 
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CROOK COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL 

COURTYARD COURTYARD – DAMAGED SOFFIT 

OVERGROWN TREE IN COURTYARD COURTYARD – DOWNSPOUTS NEEDED FOR WATER 
MANAGEMENT 
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CROOK COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL 

COURTYARD – DOWNSPOUTS NEEDED FOR WATER 
MANAGEMENT 

ENTRY VESTIBULE CARPET TO BE REPLACED 

HALLWAY WAINSCOT NEEDS REPLACEMENT SETTLEMENT ISSUES AT 2ND FLOOR CLASSROOMS 
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CROOK COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL 

CLASSROOM CASEWORK DAMAGED VCT FLOORING IN HALLWAY – TILES SEPARATED 

VCT FLOORING IN COMMONS – TILES SEPARATED 
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Pioneer N. - Steins Pillar Elementary
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CROOK COUNTY SD ASSESSMENT 

STEINS PILLAR ELEMENTARY 
ASSESSMENT SUMMARY 
March 2021 

PHYSICAL CONDITION ASSESSMENT 

Physical Condition Budget TOTAL $4,756,486 

Replacement Budget $9,126,527 

Facility Condition Index (FCI) 52.1% 

ARCHITECTURAL 

Crook County High School was originally built in 1936. The school roof is a steep sloped metal roof along 
the perimeter with a flat roof on top. Both the flat roof area and the sloped portion are at the end of 
their useful life and should be replaced. Because of the leaking roof, decking and substructure needs to 
be replaced at the time of roof replacement. Additional exterior enclosure improvements should be the 
replacement of the single-pane windows; and repair of exterior doors; these improvements will create 
energy cost savings. Ramps and stairs on sides and back of building are not ADA complaint; and should 
be upgraded to comply. 

Interior finishes – minor wearing of floor and ceiling finishes should be replaced in the near future. 

MECHANICAL ELECTRICAL PLUMBING:  

Electrical: The building is served by several, 120/208V, 1-phase, 3-wire sub-distribution panelboards fed 

via underground conduits from the MDP located in the Pioneer South Building.  These panelboards 

appear to be at capacity with no spare circuits and have approached the end of service life.  The 

condition of panel feeder and branch circuit conductors were not verified but assume are consistent 

with condition/age of equipment. The existing light fixtures throughout were recently replaced with LED 

retrofit kits and appear to be in fair condition.  Stand-alone room occupancy sensors with wall toggle 

switches were observed in the classrooms and no centralized lighting control system cabinet exists in 

the building.      

Low Voltage: The building IDF rack, head-end equipment, fiber, and category cabling all appear to be in 

fair condition with sufficient rack space for future expansion.  The following IP systems including, but not 

limited to Rauland TelecenterU clock/paging system, phones, CCTV, WAPs were observed and appear to 

be in fair condition.  An electronic card-reader access control system was observed on select exterior 

doors and an intrusion detection system was observed in the admin area, both appeared to be in fair 

condition.  A Potter IPA-100 addressable fire alarm system without voice evacuation capabilities was 

observed and is in fair condition.  

Mechanical: The building is heated by two low-pressure steam boilers serving radiators and unit heaters 

located throughout the building. The boilers are located in another building and are part of a campus 

system that serves all buildings on the site with underground steam distribution piping. The boilers are 

well past their expected life and are in need of replacement. There has been a retrofitted digital controls 

system serving all spaces. The building has no means of mechanical ventilation in any of the spaces.  
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Originally built as Crook County High School in 1936. It was later used as an elementary school, then
most recently as a storage facility for the district. In the summer of 2020 the building was renovated for
use as an elementary school again. The school's roof is a steep sloped metal roof along perimeter with a
flat roof on top. The entries are adorned with parapets. Both the flat roof area and the sloped portion
are at the end of their useful lives and should be replaced. Because of the leaking roof, decking and
substructure should be investigated to determine replacement at the time of roof replacement.
Additional exterior enclosure improvements include replacement of the single-pane windows and repair
of the exterior doors for energy cost savings. Ramps and stairs on the sides and back of the building are
not ADA compliant and should be upgraded to comply. There are minor interior finishes that were not
upgraded in the recent remodel project such as floor tiles and ceiling finishes that should be replaced in
the near future.



CROOK COUNTY SD ASSESSMENT 

Plumbing: The domestic hot water is provided by a 40-gallon electric water heater located in the 

janitor’s closet. The system consists of fixtures that are both original to the building and some that have 

been replaced and upgraded. All plumbing systems appear to be in proper working order.  

Fire Protection: No fire protections sprinkler system was observed to be present in the building 

SITE DEVELOPMENT/CIVIL: Overall Campus 

Roadways: New paving for existing gravel bus loop, (occurring this summer). 

Parking Lots: major replacement of all paved surfaces includes parking areas and asphalt playgrounds. 

Pedestrian Paving: new sidewalk along Fairview and 3rd Streets and replacement of the east building 
entrance. Assessment assumes that other building entrances are ADA compliant, however a full ADA 
compliance assessment was not completed as part of this assessment. 

Site Development: replacement of the fence along the north and west bus loop boundary.   

Landscaping: Removal and replacement of the existing trees along building frontage on NE Fairfield 
Street. 

Storm Sewer: new storm drainage system associated with the parking lot and playground paving 
replacement. Assessment assumes the existing surface drainage system at the bus loop is sufficient. 

Electrical Distribution – Service: Replacement of the existing electrical service, as we understand the 
existing service is undersized per discussion with District maintenance staff. 

Electrical Distribution - Generator: Installation of a backup generator as there is no existing backup 
generator on site. 
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PIONEER NORTH – STEINS PILLAR ELEMENTARY 

PLAYGROUND – MOUNDED AREAS CREATE 
POTENTIAL SIGHT-LINE SECURITY ISSUES 

DAMAGED CONCRETE AND PAINT AT NORTH ENTRY 

TYPICAL WATER/ICE DAMAGE AT PARAPETS SINGLE-PANE WOOD WINDOWS TO BE PROVIDED 
WITH STORM WINDOWS 
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PIONEER NORTH – STEINS PILLAR ELEMENTARY 

TYPICAL WATER/ICE DAMAGE AT ROOF WEST ENTRY – HANDRAIL NOT ADA COMPLIANT AND 
WATER DAMAGE AT CONCRETE 

WATER/ICE DAMAGE ON WEST ELEVATION EAST ELEVATION – HANDRAILS NOT ADA COMPLIANT 
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PIONEER NORTH – STEINS PILLAR ELEMENTARY 

EAST ELEVATION – HANDRAILS NOT ADA COMPLIANT PRINT SHOP – WINDOWS COVERED ON SOUTH 
ELEVAITON 

SOUTH ELEVATION WINDOWS COVERED SOUTH ELEVATION DOORS COVERED 
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Pioneer Boiler Room
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WEST ELEVATION – METAL ROOF TO BE REPLACED SOUTH ELEVATION – METAL ROOF TO BE REPLACED 

EAST ELEVATION  - HEAVILY DAMAGED CONCRETE  
PARAPET, TYPICAL PLYWOOD SIDING OVER-CLAD
CONCRETE WALLS

NORTH ELEVATION - HEAVILY DAMAGED CONCRETE
PARAPET, TYPICAL PLYWOOD SIDING OVER-CLAD 
CONCRETE WALLS 
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CROOK COUNTY SD ASSESSMENT 

PIONEER GYMNASIUM  
ASSESSMENT SUMMARY 
March 2021 

PHYSICAL CONDITION ASSESSMENT 

Physical Condition Budget TOTAL $2,148,056 

Replacement Budget $4,556,742 

Facility Condition Index (FCI) 47.1% 

ARCHITECTURAL 

Pioneer Gymnasium was originally built in 1934. The gymnasium’s single ply roof is at the end of its 
useful life and should be replaced. Exterior windows, walls, siding and doors are in various state of 
repairs from moderate to major repair being required. Exterior walls should be refinished and repainted. 
The wood exterior windows should be replaced.  

Interior finishes – minor wearing of floor, walls and ceiling finishes should be replaced in the near future. 
The gym wood floor should be refinished.  

MECHANICAL ELECTRICAL PLUMBING: 

Electrical: The building is served by one, 120/208V, 1-phase, 3-wire sub-distribution panelboard fed via 

underground conduits from the MDP located in the Pioneer South Building.  This panelboard appears to 

be at capacity with no spare circuits and has approached the end of service life.  The condition of panel 

feeder and branch circuit conductors were not verified but assume are consistent with condition/age of 

equipment. The existing light fixtures throughout were recently replaced with LED retrofit kits and 

appear to be in fair condition. Stand along occupancy sensors with wall toggle switches were observed 

in select areas and no centralized lighting control system cabinet was observed.      

Low Voltage: No IDF was observed in building and all LV systems are served via multipair copper cabling 

routed overhead from adjacent Pioneer South building and appears to have approached the end of 

service life.  The following IP systems including, but not limited to Rauland TelecenterU clock/paging 

devices, phones, and WAPs were observed and appear to be in fair condition.  No electronic card-reader 

access control system or intrusion detection system was observed.  Addressable fire alarm devices were 

observed in select areas and likely supplied from adjacent Pioneer North Potter system and are in fair 

condition.      

Mechanical: The building is heated by two low-pressure steam boilers serving radiators and air handlers 

located throughout the building. The boilers are located in another building and are part of a campus 

system that serves all buildings on the site with underground steam distribution piping. The boilers are 

well past their expected life and are in need of replacement. There has been a retrofitted digital controls 

system serving all spaces. The building has recently had the air handlers upgraded that provide space 

heating for the main gymnasium space. The building has no means of mechanical ventilation in any of 

the occupiable spaces. 
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Plumbing: The domestic hot water is provided by a 40-gallon electric water heater located in the 

janitor’s closet. The system consists of fixtures that are both original to the building and some that have 

been replaced and upgraded. All plumbing systems appear to be in proper working order.  

Fire Protection: No fire protections sprinkler system was observed to be present in the building 

SITE DEVELOPMENT/CIVIL: Overall Campus 

The Gymnasium site conditions are reported as part of the Steins Pillar Elementary site. 
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PIONEER GYM 

TYPICAL PLYWOOD SIDING SOUTH ENTRANCE WITH STAIRS AND RAMP – RAILING 
NOT ADA COMPLIANT 

MEMBRANE ROOF TO BE REPLACED MEMBRANE ROOF TO BE REPLACED 
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PIONEER GYM 

NORTH CONCRETE STAIRS AND CANOPY WEST ELEVATION WITH SINGLE-PANE WOOD 
WINDOWS TO BE REPLACED 

NORTH ELEVATION STAIRS DAMAGED WEST ENTRANCE VESTIBULE – VCT TILES REMOVED, 
GHOSTING APPARENT 
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PIONEER GYM 

RETROFITTED RESTROOMS – NOT FULLY ADA 
COMPLIANT 

SINK IN STUDENT RESTROOM 

GYM LOOKING WEST DAMAGED CEILING TILES IN GYM 
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PIONEER GYM 

STAIRS TO STAGE MECHANICAL DUCTWORK ADJACENT STAGE 
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CROOK COUNTY SD ASSESSMENT 

PIONEER SOUTH – ALTERNATIVE HS 
ASSESSMENT SUMMARY 
March 2021 

PHYSICAL CONDITION ASSESSMENT 

Physical Condition Budget TOTAL $4,663,994 

Replacement Budget $11,852,685 

Facility Condition Index (FCI) 39.3% 

ARCHITECTURAL 

Crook County High School was originally built in 1939, with a major interior remodel and finishes in 
2015.The foundation and basement walls have some minor cracks that should be patched. The school 
roof is a steep sloped metal roof along the perimeter with a flat roof on top. Both the flat roof area and 
the sloped portion are at the end of their useful life and should be replaced. Because of the leaking roof, 
decking and substructure needs to be replaced at the time of roof replacement. Additional exterior 
enclosure improvements should be the replacement of the single-pane windows; and repair of exterior 
doors; these improvements will create energy cost savings. Back and side entry ramps and stairs are not 
ADA complaint; and should be upgraded to comply. 

Interior finishes – minor wearing of floor and ceiling finishes should be replaced in the near future. 

MECHANICAL ELECTRICAL PLUMBING:  

Electrical: The building is served by an 600A, 120/208V, 3-phase, 4-wire MDP switchboard located in the 

north entrance vestibule.  Several panelboards were observed throughout the building and appear to be 

of varying ages and manufacturers.  These panelboards appear to be at capacity with no spare circuits 

and have approached the end of service life. The condition of panel feeder and branch circuit 

conductors were not verified but assume are consistent with condition/age of equipment. 

Approximately 5% of the building light fixtures were retrofitted with LED bulbs and the remaining 

fixtures contain T8 fluorescent bulbs. Stand-alone room occupancy sensors with wall toggle switches 

were observed in the classrooms and no centralized lighting control system cabinet exists in the 

building.      

Low Voltage: The building MDF serves all Pioneer School buildings IDF via underground 4” conduits.  The 

building MDP rack, head-end equipment, fiber, and category cabling all appear to be in fair condition 

with sufficient rack space for future expansion.  The following IP systems including, but not limited to 

Rauland TelecenterU clock/paging system, phones, CCTV, WAPs were observed and appear to be in fair 

condition.  An electronic card-reader access control system was observed on select exterior doors and 

an intrusion detection system was observed in the admin area, both appeared to be in fair condition.  A 

Potter IPA-100 addressable fire alarm system without voice evacuation capabilities was observed and is 

in fair condition.      

Mechanical: The building is heated by two low-pressure steam boilers serving radiators and unit heaters 

located throughout the building. The boilers are located in another building and are part of a campus 

system that serves all buildings on the site with underground steam distribution piping. The boilers are 

well past their expected life and are in need of replacement. There has been a retrofitted digital controls 
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Originally built as Crook County Elementary School in 1939. This building is currently used as an
alternative high school. The foundation and basement walls have some minor cracks that should be
patched. The school's roof is a steep sloped metal roof along perimeter with a flat roof on top. The
entries are adorned with parapets.  Both the flat roof area and the sloped portion are at the end of their
useful lives and should be replaced. Because of the leaking roof, decking and substructure should be
investigated to determine replacement at the time of roof replacement. Additional exterior enclosure
improvements include replacement of the single-pane windows and repair of the exterior doors for
energy cost savings. Ramps and stairs on the sides and back of the building are not ADA compliant and
should be upgraded to comply. Interior finishes such as minor wearing of floor tiles and stained ceiling
tiles should be replaced in the near future.
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system serving all spaces. The building has no means of mechanical ventilation in any of the spaces. 

There are three split system heat pumps to provide mechanical cooling to the computer lab and 

associated IT spaces located within this building.  

Plumbing: The domestic hot water is provided by a 50-gallon electric water heater located in the 

janitor’s closet. The system consists of fixtures that are both original to the building and some that have 

been replaced and upgraded. All plumbing systems appear to be in proper working order. There is no 

means of building isolation on the domestic water system. Any time the domestic water is required to 

be shut off the city needs to shut off the water to the building. 

Fire Protection: No fire protections sprinkler system was observed to be present in the building. 

SITE DEVELOPMENT/CIVIL: Overall Campus 

Parking Lots: Major replacement of all paved surfaces includes replacement of Fairview and 1st Street 
sidewalk and replacement of north building entrances. Assessment assumes that other building 
entrances are ADA compliant, however a full ADA compliance assessment was not completed as part of 
this assessment. 

Storm Sewer: Replacement of sanitary sewer service as we understand the existing service backups 
likely due to grade issues under the building per discussion with District maintenance staff. The 
proposed routing and length assume extension from most southeasterly building quadrant to 
connection to existing main in NE Fairview Street.  

Sanitary Sewer: Add new storm drainage system associated with major repair of paved surfaces. 

Electrical Distribution – Service: Replacement of the existing electrical service, as we understand the 
existing service is undersized per discussion with District maintenance staff. 

Electrical Distribution - Generator: Installation of a backup generator as there is no existing backup 
generator on site. 
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PIONEER SOUTH 

SOUTH ENTRANCE WITH ACCESSIBLE RAMP WATER/ICE DAMAGE AT PARAPETS 

METAL ROOF TO BE REPLACED IRRIGATION OVERSPRAY ON BUILDING 
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PIONEER SOUTH 

WEST ELEVATION – TREES OVERGROWN NORTH ELEVATION WITH RAMP – HANDRAIL NOT 
ADA COMPLIANT

NORTH KITCHEN ADDITION –  
WATER INFILTRATION AT ROOF CONNECTION 

NORTH ELEVATION – SINGLE-PANE WOOD WINDOWS 
TO BE PROVIDED WITH STORM WINDOWS 
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PIONEER SOUTH 

EAST ELEVATION – SINGLE-PANE WOOD WINDOWS 
WITH SCREENS 

TYPICAL ROOF-PARAPET CONDITION – LEAKS 
REPORTED & ROOF AT END OF LIFE 

TYPICAL EXTERIOR DOORS WITH ORIGINAL 
HARDWARE & WIRE GLASS TO BE REMOVED 

PLAYGROUND AND PARKING AREA – NO DESIGNATED 
ADA PARKING 
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PIONEER SOUTH 

DAMAGED CEILING TILES IN STAFF WORK AREA STAGE FLOORING TO BE RESURFACED 

CARPET BELOW STAGE TO BE REPLACED KITCHEN ADDITION - WATER DAMAGE ON CEILING 
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Paulina Elementary
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CROOK COUNTY SD ASSESSMENT 

PAULINA SCHOOL 
ASSESSMENT SUMMARY 
March 2021 

PHYSICAL CONDITION ASSESSMENT 

Physical Condition Budget TOTAL $1,221,100 

Replacement Budget $5,713,666 

Facility Condition Index (FCI) 21.4% 

ARCHITECTURAL 

Crook County High School was originally built in 1948. The school is in reasonable shape for use by the 
CCSD. The roof needs some minor repairs. 

Interior finishes – minor wearing of doors and floor finishes should be addressed in the near future. 

MECHANICAL ELECTRICAL PLUMBING:  

Electrical: The building is served by an 600A, 120/240V, 1-phase, 3-wire MDP panelboard and one 100A, 

120/240V ‘emergency’ panelboard tapped off the incoming service.  Several panelboards were observed 

throughout the building and appear to be of varying ages and manufacturers.  These panelboards 

appear to be at capacity with no spare circuits and have approached the end of service life. The 

condition of panel feeder and branch circuit conductors were not verified but assume are consistent 

with condition/age of equipment. Approximately 5% of the building light fixtures were retrofitted with 

LED bulbs and the remaining fixtures contain T8 fluorescent bulbs. Stand-alone room occupancy sensors 

with wall toggle switches were observed in the classrooms and no centralized lighting control system 

cabinet exists in the building.  The gym however was recently renovated and is served by a newer 

panelboard and LED lighting, both appeared to be in fair condition.  Approximately 80% (district to 

confirm) of the building exterior site light fixtures were retrofitted with LED type and the remaining 

fixtures are approaching the end of service life. 

Low Voltage: The building MDF wall-mounted rack, head-end equipment, fiber, and category cabling all 

appear to be in fair condition with limited rack space for future expansion.  The following IP systems 

including, but not limited to phones and WAPs were observed and appear to be in fair condition.  An 

analog clock system/bell system was observed and appeared to be approaching the end of service life.  

An electronic card-reader access control system was observed on select exterior doors and an intrusion 

detection system was observed in the admin area, both appeared to be in fair condition.  A SilentKnight 

5808 addressable fire alarm system without voice evacuation capabilities was observed and is in fair 

condition.      

Mechanical: The building is heated by propane fired gas furnaces. The propane is stored in two grade 

mounted tank. The furnaces have ductwork for distribution to the spaces they serve. There has not been 

a retrofitted digital controls system. Space programmable thermostats are the current means of 

temperature control.  
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Paulina School was originally built in 1948 as a two-room schoolhouse. A multipurpose room with new
restrooms was added on the building in 1972. At some point, two modular buildings were added behind
the school with a covered walkway between them. In 2015 as gymnasium was also added to the school.
The school is in reasonable shop for it's intended use. The roof is in need of some repairs.  Interior
finishes such as minor wearing of floor tiles and doors should be addressed in the near future.

MECHANICAL ELECTRICAL PLUMBING:  



CROOK COUNTY SD ASSESSMENT 

Plumbing: The domestic hot water is provided by a 50-gallon electric water heater located in the 

janitor’s closet. The system consists of fixtures that are both original to the building and some that have 

been replaced and upgraded. All plumbing systems appear to be in proper working order.  

Fire Protection: No fire protections sprinkler system was observed to be present in the building. 

SITE DEVELOPMENT/CIVIL: Overall Campus 

Roadways: Paved access drive along the north side of the building for bus use and parking access. 

Parking Lots: Paved parking stalls along the access drive, and a new access road east of the main building 
to the teacher housing unit 

Pedestrian Paving: upgrade of existing pedestrian walkways, reconstruction of existing ADA ramps, and a 
new pedestrian access route from the school buildings to the playground. 

Sanitary Sewer: New storm sewer system associated with new paving and to address drainage issues at 
the north side of the school and gym buildings.  

Electrical Distribution - Generator: Installation of a backup generator as there is no existing backup 
generator on site.  

Site Lighting: Replacement of 20% of site lighting fixtures. 
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PAULINA SCHOOL 

MAIN ENTRANCE AND NON-PAVED OR STRIPED ADA 
PARKING OR ACCESS PATH 

ADA PARKING NOT COMPLIANT 

GLASS BLOCK WINDOWS WITH INFILL UNITS – NO 
LEAKS DETECTED 

NO EXTERIOR PAVED PATHS TO OR FROM EGRESS 
DOORS 
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PAULINA SCHOOL 

REMOVE EXTERIOR DOOR HARDWARE TYPICAL VINYL WINDOW 

GYM EXTERIOR WITH METAL SIDING IN GOOD 
CONDITION 

GUTTER LEAKING ONTO FASCIA 
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PAULINA SCHOOL 

DRAINAGE ISSUES ENTRY LOBBY – NO SECURITY 

FRONT OFFICE – NO SECURITY INSUFFICIENT KITCHEN 
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PAULINA SCHOOL 

CAFETERIA – REPLACE LIGHT FIXTURES TYPICAL CLASSROOM – REPLACE LIGHT FIXTURES 
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Brothers Elementary
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CROOK COUNTY SD ASSESSMENT 

BROTHERS ELEMENTARY  SCHOOL 
ASSESSMENT SUMMARY 
March 2021 

PHYSICAL CONDITION ASSESSMENT 

Physical Condition Budget TOTAL $430,908 

Replacement Budget $2,048,228 

Facility Condition Index (FCI) 21.0% 

ARCHITECTURAL 

Brothers Elementary was originally built in 1998. 

Interior finishes – Replacement floor finishes should be addressed in the near future. 

MECHANICAL ELECTRICAL PLUMBING:  

Electrical: The building is served by an 400A, 120/240V, 1-phase, 3-wire panelboard.  This panelboard 

appears to be at capacity with no spare circuits and is approaching the end of service life. The condition 

of panel feeder and branch circuit conductors were not verified but assume are consistent with 

condition/age of equipment. The existing light fixtures throughout appear to contain T8 fluorescent 

bulbs and have reached the end of service life. Stand-alone room occupancy sensors with wall toggle 

switches were observed in the classrooms and no centralized lighting control system cabinet exists in 

the building.   

Low Voltage: The building MDF wall-mounted rack, head-end equipment, fiber, and category cabling all 

appear to be in fair condition with limited rack space for future expansion.  The following IP systems 

including, but not limited to phones and WAPs were observed and appear to be in fair condition.  An 

analog combination clock/bell system was observed and appeared to be approaching the end of service 

life.  An electronic card-reader access control system was observed on select exterior doors and an 

intrusion detection system was observed in the admin area, both appeared to be in fair condition.  A 

Simplex 4004 addressable fire alarm system without voice evacuation capabilities was observed and is in 

fair condition.       

Mechanical: The classroom and gymnasium building are heated and cooled by a split system heat pump 

with the condenser located outside the building at grade on a concrete pad. The heat pump is 22 years 

old and is past its expected life and is in need of replacement. The air handler has electric resistance 

heat as a backup. The air handler has ductwork for distribution to the spaces it serves. There has not 

been a retrofitted digital controls system. Thermostats are the current means of temperature control.  

Plumbing: The domestic hot water is provided by a 50-gallon electric water heater located in the 

janitor’s closet. The system consists of fixtures that are both original to the building and some that have 

been replaced and upgraded. All plumbing systems appear to be in proper working order. 

Fire Protection: No fire protections sprinkler system was observed to be present in the building. 
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Brothers School was originally built in 1928 as a one-room schoolhouse. Prior to 1982 as free-standing
gymnasium was added to the property. In 1998 as separate two-room classroom building complete with
restrooms, health room a small kitchen and library was added to the property. This assessment is
focused on the 1998 classroom building. Photos of the gymnasium and historic schoolhouse are included
for reference.  Interior finishes such as replacement of floor tiles should be addressed in the near future.

MECHANICAL ELECTRICAL PLUMBING:  

Electrical: The building is served by an 400A, 120/240V, 1-phase, 3-wire panelboard.  This panelboard 

appears to be at capacity with no spare circuits and is approaching the end of service life. The condition 

of panel feeder and branch circuit conductors were not verified but assume are consistent with 

condition/age of equipment. The existing light fixtures throughout appear to contain T8 fluorescent 

bulbs and have reached the end of service life. Stand-alone room occupancy sensors with wall toggle 

switches were observed in the classrooms and no centralized lighting control system cabinet exists in 

the building.   

Low Voltage: The building MDF wall-mounted rack, head-end equipment, fiber, and category cabling all 

appear to be in fair condition with limited rack space for future expansion.  The following IP systems 

including, but not limited to phones and WAPs were observed and appear to be in fair condition.  An 

analog combination clock/bell system was observed and appeared to be approaching the end of service 

life.  An electronic card-reader access control system was observed on select exterior doors and an 

intrusion detection system was observed in the admin area, both appeared to be in fair condition.  A 

Simplex 4004 addressable fire alarm system without voice evacuation capabilities was observed and is in 

fair condition.       

Mechanical: The classroom and gymnasium building are heated and cooled by a split system heat pump 

with the condenser located outside the building at grade on a concrete pad. The heat pump is 22 years 

old and is past its expected life and is in need of replacement. The air handler has electric resistance 

heat as a backup. The air handler has ductwork for distribution to the spaces it serves. There has not 

been a retrofitted digital controls system. Thermostats are the current means of temperature control.  

Plumbing: The domestic hot water is provided by a 50-gallon electric water heater located in the 

janitor’s closet. The system consists of fixtures that are both original to the building and some that have 

been replaced and upgraded. All plumbing systems appear to be in proper working order. 

Fire Protection: No fire protections sprinkler system was observed to be present in the building. 



CROOK COUNTY SD ASSESSMENT 

SITE DEVELOPMENT/CIVIL: Overall Campus 

Roadways: Minor repair of the paved roadway into the site and turnaround at the south end of the site. 

Parking Lots: Replacement for 38% of the parking area to regrade ADA parking stalls and pave area 
where the bus parks south of the school building. The remaining 62% of parking area requires minor 
repair. The total percentage reported has been adjusted to represent the combined cost of the major 
and minor repairs 

Pedestrian Paving: Replacement of pedestrian paving to address spalling, cracking, minor settlement, 
and ADA issues. It also includes installation of a new pedestrian access route to the playground area. 

Site Development: Installation of additional chain link fence to fully enclose the playground area. 

Electrical Distribution - Generator: Installation of a backup generator as there is no existing backup 
generator on site. 
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BROTHERS SCHOOL 

ADA PARKING TO BE REGRADED AND REPAVED SIDEWALK TRANSITION FROM AISLE NOT ACESSIBLE & 
SIDEWALK DETERIORATED 

SOUTH ELEVATION - REMOVE EXTERIOR DOOR 
HARDWARE  

REPLACE SIDEWALK ON EAST ELEVATION 
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BROTHERS SCHOOL 

EAST ELEVATION – NON-ACCESSIBLE PATH TO 
PLAYGROUND 

NON-ACCESSIBLE PLAYGROUND 

NORTH ELEVATION - REMOVE EXTERIOR DOOR 
HARDWARE  

CLASSROOM AREA SOUTH – LIGHT FIXTURES TO BE 
REPLACED 
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BROTHERS SCHOOL 

CLASSROOM AREA NORTH – NO SECURE ENTRY DAMAGED VCT FLOORING 

KITCHENETTE – LIGHT FIXTURES TO BE REPLACED ACCESSIBLE RESTROOM – FURNITURE BLOCKING ADA 
CLEARANCES 
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BROTHERS SCHOOL 

SHOWER USED AS STORAGE 
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Brothers Elementary - Gymnasium
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BROTHERS GYM 

OVERVIEW OF EXTERIOR – METAL SIDING REACHING 
END OF LIFE 

ALUMINUM WINDOW 

OVERVIEW OF GYM INTERIOR – FINISHES SHOWING 
SIGNS OF AGE 

EXPOSED ROOF INSULATION BETWEEN ROOF 
TRUSSES 
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Brothers Elementary - Historic
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BROTHERS HISTORIC SCHOOL HOUSE 

OVERVIEW OF EXTERIOR – NON-ACCESSIBLE 
ENTRANCE 

DAMAGED FOUNDATION 

INTERIOR – USED FOR STORAGE, NOT OCCUPIED CEILING WATER DAMAGE 
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Powell Butte
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CROOK COUNTY SD ASSESSMENT 

POWELL BUTTE COMMUNITY SCHOOL - MAIN 
ASSESSMENT SUMMARY 
March 2021 

PHYSICAL CONDITION ASSESSMENT 

Physical Condition Budget TOTAL $1,767,561 

Replacement Budget $1,767,561 

Facility Condition Index (FCI) 24.4% 

ARCHITECTURAL 

Powell Butte School was originally built in 1930. This historic school is in reasonable condition for CCSD. 
The exterior walls need minor repair. Older steel, single-pane windows should be replaced with energy 
efficient units. Exterior doors need minor repair.  There is a basement moisture issue on the north side 
in the storage room. 

Interior finishes – Replacement of floor ceiling finishes should be addressed in the near future. 

MECHANICAL ELECTRICAL PLUMBING:  

Electrical: The building is served by a 400A, 120/240V, 1-phase, 3-wire panelboard.  Several panelboards 

were observed throughout the building and appear to be of varying ages and manufacturers.  These 

panelboards appear to be at capacity with no spare circuits and have approached the end of service life. 

The condition of panel feeder and branch circuit conductors were not verified but assume are consistent 

with condition/age of equipment. The existing light fixtures throughout were recently replaced with LED 

retrofit kits and appear to be in fair condition. Stand-alone room occupancy sensors with wall toggle 

switches were observed in the classrooms and no centralized lighting control system cabinet exists in 

the building. 

Low Voltage: The building MDF wall-mounted rack, head-end equipment, fiber, and category cabling all 

appear to be in fair condition with limited rack space for future expansion.  The following IP systems 

including, but not limited to phones, WAPs, CCTV were observed and appear to be in fair condition.  A 

Simplex clock/bell and Bogen PA system was observed and appeared to be approaching the end of 

service life.  An electronic card-reader access control system was observed on select exterior doors and 

an intrusion detection system was observed in the admin area, both appeared to be in fair condition.  A 

Simplex 4004 addressable fire alarm system without voice evacuation capabilities was observed and is 

approaching the end of service life.      

Mechanical: The building is heated by a single low-pressure steam boiler serving radiators and unit 

heaters located throughout the building. The steam piping is located in the attic and has experienced 

freezing issues. The boiler is well past its expected life and are in need of replacement. The boiler is oil 

fired via a new oil tank located at grade. There is a decommissioned underground 3,000-gallon tank still 

on the site. There has not been a retrofitted digital controls system. Control valves on the radiators is 

the current means of temperature control. The gymnasium is heated via electric unit heaters. The 

original gymnasium steam air handler is no longer functional. The building has no means of mechanical 

ventilation in any of the spaces. 
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in 

Plumbing: The domestic hot water is provided by a 50-gallon electric water heater located in the 

mechanical space. The system consists of fixtures that are both original to the building and some that 

have been replaced and upgraded. All plumbing systems appear to be in proper working order. the 

observable domestic water piping is uninsulated galvanized pipe.  

Fire Protection: No fire protections sprinkler system was observed to be present in the building. 

SITE DEVELOPMENT/CIVIL: Overall Campus 

Roadways: Minor repair along the parent drop off loop. 

Parking Lots: New paving for the front parking area and removal, regrading, and repaving for the 
playground and areas around the modular buildings  

Pedestrian Paving: Replacement of all entrances to the main school building and sidewalk from the front 
parking area to the north entrance.  

Site Development: Installation of new irrigation system for the south playfield. 

Septic System: The current septic system is at capacity, per discussion with District maintenance staff. 
Replacement of the septic system, including septic tank, drain field and associated appurtenances. 

Water Supply: Replace the inactive water service from the main building to west modular. 

Electrical Distribution - Generator: Installation of a backup generator as there is no existing backup 
generator on site. 

Site Lighting: Replacement of 20% of the existing light fixtures on site to install new fixtures at the front 
of the school building. 
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POWELL BUTTE COMMUNITY CHARTER SCHOOL 

BASEMENT WINDOWS TO BE REPLACED BOILER TO BE REPLACED 

CRACKING AT EXTERIOR STAIRS & NON ADA-
COMPLIANT HANDRAILS 

DAMAGED FLOORS 
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POWELL BUTTE COMMUNITY SCHOOL - MAIN 



POWELL BUTTE COMMUNITY CHARTER SCHOOL 

EVIDENCE OF BROKEN BRICKS / CRACKED MORTAR NON-ADA COMPLIANT DOOR HARDWARE 

PAINT PEELING FROM CEILING WEAR AND TEAR ON BLEACHER SEATING 
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Powell Butte Cafeteria
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CROOK COUNTY SD ASSESSMENT 

POWELL BUTTE COMMUNITY SCHOOL - CAFETERIA 
ASSESSMENT SUMMARY 
March 2021 

PHYSICAL CONDITION ASSESSMENT 

Physical Condition Budget TOTAL $74,050 

Replacement Budget $1,530,409 

Facility Condition Index (FCI) 4.8% 

ARCHITECTURAL 

Powell Butte Community School – Cafeteria was originally built in 1990. The stand-alone cafeteria 
building is in good condition with a few needed minor exterior shell repairs. 

MECHANICAL ELECTRICAL PLUMBING: 

Electrical: The building is served by an 600A, 120/240V, 1-phase, 3-wire panelboard.  This panelboard 

appears to be in fair condition and contains adequate spare circuits for future growth. The condition of 

panel feeder and branch circuit conductors were not verified but assume are consistent with 

condition/age of equipment. New LED light fixtures were observed with stand-alone room occupancy 

sensors and appear to be in fair condition.     

Low Voltage: The building IDF backboard head-end equipment and category cabling all appear to be in 

fair condition with limited space for future expansion.  The following IP systems including, but not 

limited to public address speaker devices, phones, CCTV and WAPs were observed and appear to be in 

fair condition.  An electronic card-reader access control system was observed on select exterior doors 

and an intrusion detection system was observed in the admin area, both appeared to be in fair 

condition.  Honeywell FireLite voice evacuation capable, addressable fire alarm devices were observed 

in building and is in fair condition.       

Mechanical: The building is heated and cooled by a split system heat pump with the condenser located 

outside the building at grade on a concrete pad. The air handler has electric resistance heat as a backup. 

The air handler has ductwork for distribution to the spaces it serves. There has not been a retrofitted 

digital controls system. Thermostats are the current means of temperature control. 

Plumbing: The domestic hot water is provided by a 19-gallon electric water heater located in the 

janitor’s closet. The kitchen domestic hot water is provided by an 80-gallon electric hot water heater 

located in the corner of the kitchen space. This unit only serves the kitchen fixtures. The building 

plumbing fixtures consists of units that are both original to the building and some that have been 

replaced and upgraded. All plumbing systems appear to be in proper working order. 

Fire Protection: No fire protections sprinkler system was observed to be present in the building. 

SITE DEVELOPMENT/CIVIL: Overall Campus 

The Cafeteria site conditions are reported as part of the Powell Butte Community School site 
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CCSD TRANSPORTATION 
ASSESSMENT SUMMARY 
March 2021 

PHYSICAL CONDITION ASSESSMENT 

Physical Condition Budget TOTAL $1,694,766 

Replacement Budget $5,382,609 

Facility Condition Index (FCI) 31.5% 

ARCHITECTURAL 

The Transportation Building was originally built in 1975; as was typical in that period, accessibility to the 
disabled was yet to become a civil right law. The upper portion, staff level of the building is not 
accessible. Nor are the entries, doors, restrooms or staff break areas.  The membrane roof is nearing the 
end of its functional life and should be planned for replacement. The remaining shell of the building 
needs painting and repair of exterior doors. 

MECHANICAL ELECTRICAL PLUMBING: 

Electrical: The building is served by (1) 200A, 120/240V, 1-phase, 3-wire panelboard and appears to be 

at capacity with no spare circuits and has approached the end of service life. The condition of panel 

feeder and branch circuit conductors were not verified but assume are consistent with condition/age of 

equipment. The existing light fixtures in the building appear to contain T8 fluorescent bulbs and have 

reached the end of service life. No stand along occupancy sensors nor centralized lighting control system 

cabinet were observed 

Low Voltage: The building MDF wall-mounted rack, head-end equipment, fiber, and category cabling all 

appear to be in fair condition with sufficient rack space for future expansion.  IP phones were observed 

at desk and no CCTV, WAP, electronic access control, PA, clock/paging systems exist onsite. An intrusion 

detection system was observed in the office area and appeared to be in fair condition.  No addressable 

fire alarm system was observed onsite.  

Mechanical: The building is heated by electric unit heaters in the office spaces and propane gas unit 

heaters in the garage spaces. There has not been a retrofitted digital controls system. Stand alone 

thermostats are the current means of temperature control. Two large grade mounted propane tanks 

provide the gas for the system.  

Plumbing: The domestic hot water is provided by a under sink electric water heater. The system consists 

of fixtures that are both original to the building and some that have been replaced and upgraded. All 

plumbing systems appear to be in proper working order. It was noted that the water is not consumed as 

it has not been tested. Bottled water is provided.  

Fire Protection: No fire protections sprinkler system was observed to be present in the building. 

SITE DEVELOPMENT/CIVIL: Overall Campus 

Roadways & Parking Lots: Regrading of existing surface areas to address site drainage concerns and 
reestablishment of aggregate base surface. 
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Pedestrian Paving: New pedestrian paving around the building 

Site Development: New fencing around entire site perimeter. 

Site Lighting: This area is currently being addressed in separate contract. 

Electrical Distribution - Service: We understand that the existing electrical service is insufficient, per 
discussion with District maintenance staff. Add new electrical service from transformers to main 
building. 
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TRANSPORTATION BUILDING 

PARKING AND ENTRANCE NOT ACCESSIBLE DAMAGED EXTERIOR PAINT 

ENTRANCE ACCESS & DOOR HARDWARE NOT 
ACCESSIBLE 

SHOP DOOR HARDWARE NOT ACCESSIBLE 
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TRANSPORTATION BUILDING 

REMOVE HARDWARE FROM SIDE DOOR MEMBRANE ROOFING NEAR END OF LIFE 

EAST ELEVATION NEEDS NEW PAINT NORTH ELEVATION – MINIMAL PAVED AREA 
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TRANSPORTATION BUILDING 

RESTROOM NOT ACCESSIBLE CRACKED CONCRETE SLAB 

RESTROOM NOT ACCESSIBLE OVERVIEW OF SHOP 
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TRANSPORTATION BUILDING 

RESTROOM NOT ACCESSIBLE SECONDARY STAIR IS NARROW AND STEEP 

STAFF BREAK ROOM WITH AGED LIGHTING 
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NUTRITION WAREHOUSE 

OVERVIEW OF EXTERIOR – ACCESS AND PARKING IS 
GRAVEL 

ENTRY STEPS COULD USE UPDATE & GARAGE DOOR 
TO BE REPAINTED 

INTERIOR OF FACILITY WEAR & TEAR ON CEILING 
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CCSD MAINTENANCE   
ASSESSMENT SUMMARY 
March 2021 

PHYSICAL CONDITION ASSESSMENT 

Physical Condition Budget TOTAL $1,817,645 

Replacement Budget $4,995,965 

Facility Condition Index (FCI) 36.4% 

ARCHITECTURAL 

The Maintenance building was originally built in 1950; and as was typical in that period, accessibility to 
the disabled was yet to become a civil right law. The general condition of the building is poor; but 
serviceable. The exterior shell is in need of repair or replacement – repair and paint siding, replace doors 
and windows. Interior finishes are in similar condition with a need to replace flooring in the entry and 
office area. 

MECHANICAL ELECTRICAL PLUMBING: 

Electrical: The building is served by (1) 200A, 120/240V, 1-phase, 3-wire panelboard and appears to be 

at capacity with no spare circuits and has approached the end of service life. The condition of panel 

feeder and branch circuit conductors were not verified but assume are consistent with condition/age of 

equipment. The existing light fixtures in the building appear to contain T8 fluorescent bulbs and have 

reached the end of service life. No stand along occupancy sensors nor centralized lighting control system 

cabinet were observed.  

Low Voltage: The observed telephone/internet services enter the building via underground conduits, 

consisting of multipair copper cabling, and is approaching the end of service life.  IP based equipment 

including, but not limited to phones, WAPs as well as analog clocks were observed in the building.  No 

CCTV, electronic access control, or PA systems exist onsite. An intrusion detection system was observed 

in the lower level and appeared to be in fair condition.  No addressable fire alarm system was observed 

onsite.      

Mechanical: The building is heated by electric unit heaters in the office spaces and natural gas unit 

heaters in the shop spaces. There has not been a retrofitted digital controls system. Stand alone 

thermostats are the current means of temperature control.  

Plumbing: The domestic hot water is provided by a under sink electric water heater. The system consists 

of fixtures that are both original to the building and some that have been replaced and upgraded. All 

plumbing systems appear to be in proper working order.  

Fire Protection: No fire protections sprinkler system was observed to be present in the building. 

SITE DEVELOPMENT/CIVIL: Overall Campus 

Parking Lots: New paving and replacement of existing paving for the entire site. 

Pedestrian Paving: New sidewalk along south and east site boundaries, pedestrian paving along the 
south and east edges of the building, and a new concrete driveway from E 1st Street. 
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Storm Sewer: New storm sewer system associated with the new paving. 
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MAINTENANCE BUILDING 

PARKING AND BUILDING ENTRANCE NOT ACCESSIBLE SPALLED CONCRETE TO BE REPLACED 

SINGLE PANE WOOD WINDOWS TO BE REPLACED INSUFFICIENT SECURITY ON WINDOW ON EAST 
ELEVATION 
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MAINTENANCE BUILDING 

DAMAGED STUCCO EXTERIOR DOOR AND FRAME TO BE REPLACED 

HEAVILY DAMAGED CONCRETE BLOCK WALL GABLE SHINGLES TO BE REPLACED 
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MAINTENANCE BUILDING 

WOOD FLOORING NEEDS REFINISHING CARPET AND PARTICLE BOARD FLOORING TO BE 
REPLACED 

DAMAGED CONCRETE FLOOR IN SHOP UN-REINFORCED MASONRY IN OFFICES 
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MAINTENANCE BUILDING 

UNREINFORCED MASONRY IN SHOP RESTROOMS NOT ACCESSIBLE 

MEETING ROOM AND OFFICES 
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Ward Rhoden Stadium
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WARD RHODEN STADIUM 
ASSESSMENT SUMMARY 
March 2021 

PHYSICAL CONDITION ASSESSMENT 

Physical Condition Budget TOTAL $3,089,273 

Replacement Budget $3,635,980 

Facility Condition Index (FCI) 85.0% 

STRUCTURAL 

At the request of CCSD, a detailed structural assessment of the Ward Rhoden Stadium was performed 
on March 30, 2021. The assessment findings made numerous recommendations for resolving structural 
concerns. The Full reports is attached. 

ARCHITECTURAL 

Crooked River Elementary was originally built in 1975. In the 1990’s the bleacher seating was replaced 
with aluminum seating. The original seating were structurally connected to then end walls as bracing. 
Accessible ramps and seating has been added to the seating area in compliance with current codes; 
however all other areas (concessions, restrooms) are non-compliant. 

The sloped roofing under the grandstands is leaking. The metal roof system originally installed is a lap 
joint system mechanically fastened to structure with fasteners driven through the metal roofing. This 
type of roof is subject to warping and thermal movement. Replacement of the metal roof system 
requires removal of the seating to access the roof surface. 

The exterior shell (vertical walls) is in good condition as evidence by wall panels recently replaced. 
Interior finishes are heavily worn and replacement should be considered. 

MECHANICAL ELECTRICAL PLUMBING: 

Electrical: The building is served by a 200A, 120/240V, 1-phase, 3-wire panelboard.  Several panelboards 

were observed throughout the building and appear to be of varying ages and manufacturers.  These 

panelboards appear to be at capacity with no spare circuits and have approached the end of service life. 

The condition of panel feeder and branch circuit conductors were not verified but assume are consistent 

with condition/age of equipment. The existing light fixtures in the building appear to contain T8 

fluorescent bulbs and have reached the end of service life. No stand along occupancy sensors nor 

centralized lighting control system cabinet were observed   

Low Voltage: The observed telephone/internet services enter the building via underground conduits, 

consisting of multipair copper cabling, and is approaching the end of service life.  IP based equipment 

including, but not limited to phones, WAPs as well as analog clocks were observed in the building.  No 

CCTV, electronic access control, or PA systems exist onsite. An intrusion detection system was observed 

in the lower level and has approached the end of service life.  No addressable fire alarm system was 

observed onsite.      

Mechanical: The building is heated by natural gas fired air handlers located on the second floor. The air 

handler has ductwork for distribution to the spaces it serves. There has not been a retrofitted digital 
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ARCHITECTURAL
Ward Rhoden Stadium was originally built for the adjacent high school in 1975. The structure consists of
bleacher seating with concessions, restrooms and locker rooms below and a second floor that was used
as a wrestling room, storage and offices.  In the 1990's the wooden bleacher seating was replaced with
aluminum seating. The original seating was structurally connected to the end walls as bracing which left
the structure unstable. Some mitigation has been provided, although further structural investigation was
required for this report. Accessible ramps and seating has been added to the bleacher area in
compliance with current codes. However, all other areas are non-compliant. The sloped roofing under
the bleachers is leaking. The metal roof system originally installed is a lap joint system mechanically
fastened to th structure with fasteners driven through the metal roofing. This type of roof is subject to
warping and thermal movement. Replacement of the metal roof system requires removal of the seating.
The exterior vertical end walls are clad with metal panels that are in good condition . Interior finishes are
heavily worn and in need of replacement.

STRUCTURAL 

At the request of CCSD, a detailed structural assessment of the Ward Rhoden Stadium was performed 
on March 30, 2021. The assessment findings made numerous recommendations for resolving structural 
concerns. The Full reports is attached. 

ARCHITECTURAL 
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controls system. Thermostats are the current means of temperature control. There is no means of 

mechanical ventilation for the building.  

Plumbing: The domestic hot water is provided by two 120-gallon natural gas fired water heater located 

on the second floor. The system consists of fixtures that are both original to the building and some that 

have been replaced and upgraded. All plumbing systems appear to be in proper working order. 

Fire Protection: The building has an active fire protection system fed off of the domestic water system. 

The system appears functional and the domestic water system is protected via backflow protection.  

SITE DEVELOPMENT/CIVIL: Overall Campus 

Parking Lots: Paving of gravel parking areas. Asphalt paving is higher than slab of stadium, so doors are 
hard to open and allows for water to penetrate into the building. 

Pedestrian Paving: New pedestrian walkways around the west side of the stadium building 

Storm Sewer: New storm sewer system associated with the new paving.  
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WARD RHODEN STADIUM 

BOARDED UP WINDOW IN WEIGHT ROOM DAMAGED/CHIPPED WOOD 

PAINT PEELING FROM PLYWOOD SIDING STAINING FROM PREVIOUS LEAK IN PRESS BOX 
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WARD RHODEN STADIUM 

STAIR RAILINGS NOT UP TO CODE WATER DAMAGE AND LEAK NOTED 

ENTRANCES NON-ADA COMPLIANT EXPOSED FASTENERS IN LEAKY ROOF 
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COLLABORATION : CREATIVITY : COMMITMENT 

2863 NW Crossing Drive, #201 Bend, Oregon 97703 | Phone 541.330.6869 | walkerse.com  

STRUCTURAL INVESTIGATION MEMO 

At BLRB’s request, Walker Structural Engineering (WSE) performed a site visit of several Crook County School District 

facilities in order to assist with the 2021 Facilities Assessment that is being completed by BLRB’s office. The following is a 

summary of our findings: 

Crook County High School 

Prior to our visit, WSE was asked to investigate the reasoning for why an exterior wall was “pulling away” from the floor 

structure (refer to Figure #1), and to determine what needed to be completed to resolve this issue. Following our 

investigation of the structure and method of construction, it was determined that the floor framing consist of steel wide 

flange beam framing, with a concrete slab-on-metal deck. The perimeter/exterior of the floor deck consists of a steel bent 

plate form. It appears that the wall framing bypasses the side of this exterior bent plate and was intended to attach to a 

steel tab welded to the side of the bent plate with screws in vertically slotted holes to accommodate deflection of the 

floor without inducing gravity loading into the studs (refer to Figure #2). However, it appears that this stud was missing 

the screws and was not properly connected to the side of the floor.  

To remedy this issue, we recommend the interior drywall be notched approximately 12” wide and 24” tall centered on 

the stud for access. Then, we recommend the stud be pulled inward such that it maintains a ½” to 1” gap between face of 

stud and edge of bent plate. While the stud is held in place, drill a #10 SMS screw thru the center of all (3) vertically slotted 

holes in the side of the steel tab thru the side of the metal stud. Once the three screws are installed, the stud may be 

released, the drywall may be repaired, and the vinyl trim piece at the base of the wall shall be reinstalled to cover any 

remaining gap. Refer to Figure #3 for detail of proposed fix for further clarity.  

Ward Rhoden Stadium 

Prior to our visit, WSE was asked to investigate the stadium structure to generally evaluate the structural integrity. WSE 

understands that the original wood bleachers were removed and replaced with aluminum bleachers in the early 1990’s, 

which left the perimeter “wing walls” generally disconnected from the remaining structure. The following is a summary 

of our findings:  

1) As shown in Figure #4, there does not appear to be a positive attachment of the sloped beam to the top of the

posts. We recommend resolving this using Simpson hardware.

2) As shown in Figure #5, there appeared to be splices in the columns without a positive connection to resolve any

forces at the joint. We recommend resolving this using Simpson hardware.

3) As shown in Figure #6, there does not appear to be a positive connection of the posts to the interior footings. We

recommend resolving this using Simpson hardware.

Date: March 30, 2021 

To: BLRB Architects – Heidi Slaybaugh 

Project: Crook County School District – 2021 Facilities Assessment 
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4) As shown in Figure #7, there appears to be supplemental posts thru bolted to the sides of the original posts to

support the floor framing above. It does not appear that the connection of the supplemental posts to the original

posts is adequate to support the design floor load above.

5) As shown in Figure #8, the ends of the supplemental beams appear to be notched to accommodate piping and

are supported by a custom fabricated “brace”. The connection of this brace to the structure appears to be

inadequate.

6) As shown in Figure #9, the bleachers are not adequately tied into the wood structure to resist lateral (wind and/or

seismic) loading. We recommend adding additional cross bracing, which likely requires construction of new

footings to resist these forces.

7) Although it appears that the high side of the bleachers are sheathed and nailed to form a “shear wall” it did not

appear that the connection of the walls to the foundations was adequate, as no cast-in-place straps or anchors

were observed. Furthermore, it does not appear the foundations are adequately sized to accommodate lateral

forces.

8) It does not appear that the return walls are continuous to the foundation. Instead, the walls sit atop beams which

frame to posts that are supported by individual spread footings. This does not provide adequate lateral bracing in

the short direction. We recommend adding strip footings with continuous wall studs and Simpson hold-downs to

provide proper uplift resistance.

9) It is understood that the District may elect to utilize a portion of the upper floor as a weight room, and WSE was

tasked to determine an approximate load that the floor supports. Based on the existing drawings, the floor

consists of 2x10 members @ 16” o.c. spanning approximately 12’-0” between column lines. This framing provides

a floor loading capacity of approximately 60psf live load. Per code, weight rooms are required to be designed for

a minimum of 100psf live load, with some being designed for 150psf depending on the weights/equipment the

owner expects to utilize. Therefore, the upper floor framing is not adequate to support code loading for either

storage (125psf) or weight rooms (100psf to 150 psf) as currently constructed. Note that this floor rating may need

to be reduced pending review of member connections that are currently concealed, and is given at this time only

as a rough estimate of capacity.

Observations and conclusions contained in this report are based on our best engineering judgement. Concealed 
problems with the construction of the structure or general structural deficiencies may exist and cannot be revealed 
through our visible observation. Walker Structural Engineering P.C. can in no way warrant or guarantee the condition of 
the existing construction of the structure. 

Please feel free to contact our office if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Shawn J. Evilsizor, P.E., S.E. 
Project Manager 

Jon Walker, P.E., S.E. 
Principal 
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Figure 1: High School Floor Pulling Away from Floor 

Figure 2: Tab Welded to Bent Plate for Metal Stud Attachment 
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Figure 3: Proposed Fix for Attachment of Exterior Stud to Edge of Slab 

Figure 4: Lack of Positive Connection at Post to Beam Connections 
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Figure 5: Lack of Positive Connection at Post Splices 

Figure 6: Lack of Positive Connection at Post Base Connections 
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Figure 7: Inadequate Connection of Supplemental Posts to Sides of Existing Posts 

Figure 8: Inadequate Connection at End of Supplemental Beams 
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Figure 9: Inadequate Connection/Lateral Bracing of Bleachers 
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